Dive into your biological data

CBN SCORE USER GUIDE
HOW TO RUN A NETWORK
PERTURBATION
AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS
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INTRODUCTION

CBN Score is a free, web-based computational tool that aims to help biologists
analyze gene expression changes to extract relevant biological insights from highthroughput data. The site can be used for a diverse range of applications, including
drug safety and mode of action, assessment of consumer products, toxicology, and
disease research.
CBN Score implements the Network Perturbation Amplitude (NPA) algorithm
published by Philip Morris International1,2. NPA method allows the exploration of
molecular mechanisms triggered by treatment/disease based on transcriptomics
data.
NPA used causal biological network (CBN) models as the substrate to extract
biological mechanisms from 1000s of molecular changes observed in the data. The
approach infers differential values for each network node in the model backbone
from gene expression fold-changes. NPA further summarizes the backbone scores
into a single value quantifying the perturbation of the network as a whole.
In essence, to start your NPA analysis, you will need a dataset with relevant
comparison(s) and one CBN model. You can find more information and links to
relevant literature at https://www.intervals.science/docs/default-source/help_tools/
biological-impact_networks.pdf.
CBN Score comes pre-loaded with a set of public networks from the CBN site3 and
some public datasets. You can also import your datasets, which remain private.

1. Martin, F., Gubian, S., Talikka, M. et al. NPA: an R package for computing network perturbation amplitudes using
gene expression data and two-layer networks. BMC Bioinformatics 20, 451 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1186/s12859019-3016-x. See also https://www.pmiscience.com/library/publication/npa-an-r-package-for-computing-networkperturbation-amplitudes-using-gene-expression-data-and-two-layer-networks.
2.

https://github.com/philipmorrisintl/NPA.

3.

http://causalbionet.com/.
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ACCESSING THE SITE

CBN Score is available as one of the applications hosted in the BioDIVE Portal,
where the BioDIVE Terms of Use and Privacy Notice apply.
The BioDIVE portal can be accessed as a Visitor or a logged-in User.
Visitors are provided with a random user ID, which is held in their browser cookies.
Consequently, Visitors will only be able to retrieve their private datasets and NPA
results from the same computer and browser in which the analysis was launched,
and only until they clean their cookies.
Users, on the other hand, can access their sessions from anywhere by logging in
to BioDIVE with a Google account.
Please note that the NPA algorithm is computationally intensive and may run up
to several minutes per network.
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HOW TO GET TO THE APP

1 - OPEN BIODIVE IN YOUR BROWSER
We recommend that you use either Microsoft Edge
or Google Chrome.
https://biodive.science

2 – ACCESS BIODIVE PORTAL
On the main page, you can access CBN score by
clicking on “LOGIN” or “DIVE FOR FREE NOW”.

You might have to delete your cookies and clear
your cache the first time.

3 – CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE COLOR
SCHEME
To choose your preferred theme, click on the “Paint
Bucket Icon”.

You can switch between the themes at any time.
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4 – ACCESS CBN SCORE APP
Click the “CBN Score” icon.
If this is the first time you access the site, you will be
prompted to accept the Terms of Use and Privacy
Notice.
BioDIVE respects your privacy and abides by the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Visitors
who do not access the site for a month are deleted
from the system (together with their simulations).
Users can click the “CONTACT” button to request the
deletion or extraction of their personal data. This
sends an email to the contact address, helpdesk.
biodive@pmi.com.

5 – DIRECT ACCESS
Once you are familiar with the concepts and want
to return directly to CBN Score App, please go to
https://biodive.science/biodive/cbnscore/npa.
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LAUNCHING A NETWORK
PERTURBATION AMPLITUDE (NPA)
ANALYSIS
1 – START A NEW ANALYSIS
To start an NPA analysis, click on “Create” in CBN
Score’s main menu on the left of the application
window.
Enter a name for your analysis, which will be
displayed in the log and results sections.

2 – SELECT A DATASET
Click on the “Select” button close to dataset to
launch the dataset selection menu and choose the
dataset you want to include in the analysis.
You may select a dataset amongst the public
datasets or the private datasets, which you have
uploaded (see section “UPLOAD YOUR DATASETS”).

1
2

You can use the search bar to look for a dataset (1).
When hovering on dataset names, you will see more
detailed information about the respective datasets.
Select the dataset by clicking the radio button
(circle, only one selection allowed) close to the
dataset’s name (2).
Click on “Select” to confirm the selection of the
dataset (3).

3
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3 – CUSTOMIZE THE DATASET
A dataset may contain one or multiple comparisons
(e.g., treatment vs. control).
You can select which comparisons should be
included in the NPA analysis by clicking the pen
icon.

In the example given, we only want to work with the
4- and 13-week comparisons, and therefore exclude
the 5-day ones (1).
•

Right arrow = move everything into the
“Excluded” box.

•

Left arrow = move everything into the “Selected”
box.

•

Two arrows = invert the content of the boxes.

You can change the color assigned to each
comparison by clicking on the colored circle close
to the comparison’s name. This will launch a color
picker that allows you to pick a color or enter an
RGB code.
The colors used in the NPA graph will be the default
ones, unless you change them at this point of the
analysis setup.
Once you are happy with the selection of
comparisons and colors assigned to each of them,
click on the “Select” button close to networks
to validate your dataset selection and go to the
network selection (3).
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3

2
1

4 – SELECT ONE OR MULTIPLE
NETWORKS
You have the possibility to launch at once an
analysis for one or multiple networks. Note that an
NPA analysis only considers one network at a time
and you will get one report for each network.

2
1

Hover on network names in the network selection
popup to learn more about the biology modeled in
the networks, and click on the checkbox (square,
multiple selections allowed) close to the network
name to select a network for analysis (1).
You can use the search bar to look for networks (2).
Once you are happy with your selection, click on
“Select” (3).

3

5 – LAUNCH THE ANALYSIS
You can check the summary of your NPA analysis
setup (name, dataset, comparisons, colors, and
networks) and if everything is fine, click on “Create”
to start the computations.
A popup window will ask you to confirm that you
want to launch as many NPAs as you have selected
networks.

6 – CHECK THE STATUS OF AN
ANALYSIS
After launching the analysis, you can check the
status in the “Log” tab. You should switch the button
to “Auto Update” to see the changes instantly.
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If there is any problem with the computation, an
error message will be displayed.
If everything is fine, a green “DONE” button will
indicate that the results are available in the “NPA”
Tab.

7 – ACCESS THE ANALYSIS RESULTS
In the “NPA” tab, all of the results of your current
session if you are not logged in (“Visitor”), or all the
results you have ever obtained as a registered user
(“User”) will be available.
Click anywhere on the line of interest (combination
dataset/network of interest) to see the NPA bar plot.

You can view the NPA bar plot, and/or download
the leading-nodes as a “.xls” file, and a graphical
representation of the differential backbone values
as a “.zip” file.
Please refer to the next section for a primer on how
to interpret the results.
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HOW TO INTERPRET NPA RESULTS

1 - NPA BAR PLOT
The bar plot shows the amplitude for each
comparison (e.g. Treatment versus Control).
The error bars denote experimental variation as
confidence intervals and the red asterisk is added
when the NPA value reaches statistical difference
from 0. The companion statistics, *O and K*, were
derived from tests that asses the importance
of the overall network structure, including the
downstream mRNAs (Martin et al., 2012).
You can learn more about NPA and find relevant
references in https://www.intervals.science/docs/
default-source/help_tools/biological-impact_
networks.pdf.

2 - LEADING NODES
For each comparison, network nodes are ranked
based on the contribution of their differential
backbone values to the NPA score.
The first number indicates the ranking of the node
A * after the ranking indicates that the node is a
leading node and a ! indicates a non-significant
differential backbone value with respect to
experimental variation.
The (+) or (-) signs represent the inferred activation
or inhibition of the node (based on its differential
backbone value).
The percentages indicate the contribution of the
node to the NPA score.
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3 - GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF
THE DIFFERENTIAL BACKBONE
VALUES
Significance with respect to the experimental
variation is indicated by a *. Leading node ranks
are displayed on the bottom of the bar for the
contrasts for which the node is a leading node. You
can play with this interactive view of the network by
unzipping the *scored nodes.zip file and opening
the index.html file.
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UPLOAD YOUR DATASETS

In addition to the public datasets that are already uploaded to CBN Score, you have the possibility to
analyze your own or other public datasets by uploading them in your private space.
Please take into account that if you are using CBN Score as a Visitor, your datasets will only be in your
private space as long as you are in the same session. If you would like to keep your datasets in your private
space, you should register and login.

1 - ACCESS YOUR PRIVATE DATASET
SPACE
In order to view your private datasets or upload new
datasets, go to the DATASETS menu on the left bar
and click on “Private”.

2 - LAUNCH DATASET IMPORT
You can launch the dataset import widget by clicking
on the “+” button indicated in the picture.
You can either click on the gray box to open your
file upload widget or directly drag and drop your file
into the gray box.

3 - SUPPORTED INPUT FILE FORMAT
At present, you can import files as they are output
by the Geo2R tool. To learn more about creating
your dataset with Geo2R, please visit https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/info/geo2r.html.
You can also create your own output file, as far as it
is a tab-delimited file (tsv) with at least the following
columns with the following column names:
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t: Moderated t-statistic (only available when two groups of Samples are defined)
logFC: Log2-fold change between two experimental conditions (only available when two groups of
Samples are defined)
Gene.symbol: official gene symbol in HGNC for Human, MGI for Mouse, and RGD for Rat.
P.value: Raw P-value
The file may contain additional columns, but they will not be considered in the NPA analysis.
The following is an example of a file that would be accepted and contains additional columns that would
not be taken into consideration. It is the type of file that is the output of Geo2R.
“ID” “adj.P.Val” “P.Value” “t” “B” “logFC” “Gene.symbol” “Gene.title”
“217848_PM_s_at” “0.368” “0.0000402” “-4.8395269” “1.14792” “-0.4698299” “PPA1” “pyrophosphatase
(inorganic) 1”
“201992_PM_s_at” “0.368” “0.0000645” “-4.6686256” “0.82801” “-0.54862353” “KIF5B” “kinesin family
member 5B”
“241716_PM_at” “0.368” “0.0000829” “-4.5773779” “0.65652” “-0.53360441” “HSPD1” “heat shock protein
family D (Hsp60) member 1”
“218544_PM_s_at” “0.368” “0.0000893” “-4.5506257” “0.60617” “-0.55376422” “RCL1” “RNA terminal
phosphate cyclase like 1”
“241651_PM_at” “0.368” “0.0001322” “-4.4083294” “0.33792” “-0.44854118” “” “”
“234301_PM_s_at” “0.368” “0.0001477” “4.3678164” “0.26145” “0.33638529” “TIAM2” “T-cell lymphoma
invasion and metastasis 2”
“230082_PM_at” “0.368” “0.0001704”
“hypothetical LOC100133660”
...
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“-4.3157518”

“0.16313”

“-1.17110441”

“LOC100133660”

